Company Name:

Andy Carroll & Son Tiling Ltd

Primary Trade:

Tiling Services

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Andy Carroll

01613 700975

Full Address:
40 Peakdale Road
Droylsden

Postcode:

M43 6JZ

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

andycarrolltiling@yahoo.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.andycarrolltiling.com

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07932 706191

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Tiling Services
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

21

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
06-Jan-2019

What a great team! We found Andy as our requirement
at the start was quite specific around the finish we
wanted. Not only did he provide options and guidance
on what would deliver what we were after but the
quality of craftsmanship throughout the job and the
overall finish is incredible. They were professional,
trustworthy, clean and considerate which is really hard
to find in good tradesmen. Would not hesitate to
recommend to anyone wanting a quality job done and
will be using them again this year for our next project.
Thanks guys!

21-Dec-2018

Excellent professional service. Delighted with the
finished floor.

05-Dec-2018

Thanks to Andy and sons to save our bathroom! They
did a fantastic job, they took care of the previous tiler's
mess! and did it all again with excellent quality.
Fantastic finish, attention to details is amazing, clean,
fast, on time and very attentive. Thanks Andy and
Andrew :) Highly Recommended!

28-Jun-2018

We left Andy to tile our bathroom whilst we were away
on holiday. All during our holiday we were looking
forward to seeing our new bathroom, especially as
Andy was sending regular photos updates. The first
thing we did when we returned was to go and have a
look and we werenât disappointed. The workmanship
was exceptional, all the tiles have equals gaps between
them and the walls are perfectly level. Even though
three weeks has past we canât help admiring the
work that Andy has done. He used dust sheets and
carpet protectors so the was no damage. We are really
please with the work and would definitely recommend
Andy Carroll Tiling.

13-Apr-2018

Andy and his son provided us with a faultless service.
They did an excellent job at a reasonable price and in
the time they said they would. They were very careful
to protect the rest of the house and cleared up
completely at the end. Very highly recommended.

08-Dec-2017

Andy provided valuable guidance throughout the
process of renovating the whole bathroom. The tiling of
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both walls and floor have been finished to a high
standard.
06-Dec-2017

Very good service. Our tiles look like new

25-Jul-2017

If you want cheap and cheerful, Andy is not your man.
He does the job properly, takes care and provides a
very high level of customer service. Actually turns up
on time every day and gets on with the job. Andy and
son Andrew have the necessary skills and equipment to
do a good job.

21-Jul-2017

We were looking for grout restoration experts after
finding mould in our en-suites and also crumbling grout
in our family bathroom. We liked the idea of using a
local, family business and were encouraged by the
reviews Andy and Andrew had received. We now know
why they are rated so highly. They are nice guys,
extremely professional and they both place a strong
emphasis on attention to detail. The result is that the
bathrooms look new. The en-suites were thoroughly
cleaned, regrouted and resealed where necessary and
issues with underfloor heating and an uneven floor in
the family bathroom were identified and fixed with the
minimum of fuss. They did a fantastic job and we
wouldn't hesitate to use them again.

17-May-2017

Not a large job (tiling a splashback area behind cooker
and resealing a splashback mirror in bathroom), but it
was all done beautifully, and with great
professionalism. We've had a lot of work done for us
over the years, and this ranks with the very best. And
extremely nice people.

12-Feb-2017

Andy and Andrew completed a full re-fit and re-tiling of
our shower including replacement of floor and tanking.
They have done 2 jobs for us previously and just as
before, they did an excellent job. They were prompt,
worked cleanly and carried out every aspect of the job
to a high standard. Their workmanship and attention to
detail is consistently impressive and I have no
hesitation in recommending them.

20-Jul-2016

Andy restored the grouting and silicon in the shower
area and kitchen of our on site accommodation at
CFCCA. A friendly and highly professional service, very
pleased with the results!

15-Apr-2016

If you want a job doing properly you ask an expert &
that is Andy & his son. They have re-laid my kitchen
floor to a superb standard & quality that should last for
decades. They both also have very good customer
communication skills & so are very easy to work with.
This is definitely a "cowboy free zone"

19-Feb-2016

Andy Carroll & Son Tiling Ltd., completed the tiling of
our bathroom to a very high standard. Andy clearly
takes pride in his work, which is reflected in the quality
achieved.

14-Oct-2015

Andy and his son came to rectify some poor work done
by another company. They came to quote first and
took loads of time to look at the issues we had and
explain what they thought the problem was and the
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best solution. When it came to the work they came
when they said they would were extremely careful to
cover carpets and other areas in protective plastic and
work sheets and tidied up every night before leaving.
Extremely pleased with quality of work and would have
them back without hesitation
05-Jun-2015

Andy did a fabulous job tiling our shower room. He's a
lovely guy, pays excellent attention to detail and left
the place very clean and tidy. I hope to use Andy for
more jobs in the future and would recommend him to
anyone.

01-Jun-2015

Andy was lovely and did a fabulous job tiling our
shower room. I will hopefully be using Andy for a
couple of other jobs this year. Excellent attention to
detail and left the place clean and tidy. Very highly
recommended.

31-May-2015

Andy Carroll provided expertise to reparation of a very
poor tiling job in our en suite carried out by another
company not associated with him. Andy was reliable,
honest and provided a lot of support and guidance as
well as completing an excellent job for us. We will use
Andy for any future jobs and will recommend him to
friends and family

21-May-2015

Andy has just finished tiling our kitchen and has done
an excellent job. He is a lovely guy, very professional,
clean and tidy and makes sure everything is perfect.
Would have no hesitation in recommending him.

18-May-2015

Well planned, work organised and area cleaned and left
tidy. Any problems identified and discussed with
solutions offered. Andy was efficIent and expert and
also a very friendly, nice guy to have working in our
home. Also young Andy was developing his skills and
he was a credit to Andy. I would recomend these two
chaps to anyone

18-May-2015

What a fantastic job. My old crumbling bathroom tiles
have gone, the rotten old planks underneath have
been relaced, floor heating put in and beautiful tiles set
firmly and evenly in place. Andy and Andrew are a
pleasure to meet and the job they have done for us is
first rate. I would highly recommend them.
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